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Abstract
OpenML is an online platform where scientists can automatically log and share machine
learning data sets, code, and experiments, organize them online, and build directly on the
work of others. It helps to automate many tedious aspects of research, is readily integrated
into several machine learning tools, and offers easy-to-use APIs. It also enables large-scale
and real-time collaboration, allowing researchers to share their very latest results, while
keeping track of their impact and reuse. The combined and linked results provide a wealth
of information to speed up research, assist people while analyzing data, or automate the
process altogether.
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1. Introduction
In open source, there is a strong feeling that to really do something well, you have to get
a lot of people involved. Also in science, progress is best achieved by developing ideas in
the open and improving upon other people’s ideas. Since many people have complementary
expertise, any shared idea can spark new ideas, every question can prompt an immediate
answer, any observation can inspire new experiments, and every piece of data or code can
be reused in unexpected new ways. Moreover, what is hard for one person, can be routine
for another with just the right skills or resources, and done in a fraction of the time. The
larger the collaboration, the larger the chance for serendipitous discoveries, better research,
and faster progress.
In machine learning, there exist many great tools, environments and languages. However, much current research is only published in papers, in unactionable forms such as
tables, graphs and pseudo-code. Data sets, code and experiments are not always easily
obtained, and even if they are, they come in a variety of formats and varying degrees of
detail. This drastically inhibits the possibility to reproduce or build on them, ultimately
leading to many small, isolated, and underpowered studies with limited generalizability
(Hand, 2006; Ioannidis, 2014), and limited adoption in science and industry. In the spirit
of open source, machine learning research should also be open: scientific data, code and
experiments should all be linked and organized online, described in consistent detail, and
friction must be removed so that it is easy to build on and contribute to existing work,
collaborate online, and gain reputation.
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2. OpenML
OpenML is an online machine learning platform where researchers can automatically log
and share data, code, and experiments, and organize them online to work and collaborate
more effectively (Vanschoren et al., 2013). It is designed to create a networked science
ecosystem (Nielsen, 2012), allowing researchers all over the world to collaborate in large
teams or completely in the open, while building on each others very latest ideas, data and
results. Key elements of OpenML are:
Data sets Data sets can be shared publicly or within circles of researchers. They can be uploaded or simply linked from existing data repositories (e.g., mldata.org). For known
data formats, OpenML will automatically analyze and annotate the data sets with
measurable characteristics, see Fig. 1(a), so that they can be searched and analyzed
based on this meta-data. Data sets can be updated and are automatically versioned.
Tasks Data sets typically serve as input for scientific tasks, e.g., classification. OpenML
builds human and machine-readable descriptions of such tasks, defining which inputs
are given, which outputs are expected to be returned, and what scientific protocols
should be used, such as cross-validation procedures and evaluation measures. Tasks
are similar to data mining challenges, except that they are collaborative and realtime: others can immediately build on all shared results, while OpenML evaluates
all submissions and keeps track of who published what and when. See Fig. 1(c).
OpenML currently has server-side support for classification, regression, clustering,
data stream classification, learning curve analysis, and survival analysis.
Flows Flows are implementations of machine learning workflows. They can be single algorithm implementations, scripts (e.g., in R or Python) or workflows constructed in tools
such as RapidMiner and KNIME. They are again shared publicly or within circles, can
be linked from existing repositories (e.g. mloss.org), and updates are automatically
versioned. Ideally, they are wrappers around existing software that take OpenML
tasks as inputs, but this is not required. OpenML links all known meta-data and
results obtained with these flows, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Runs Runs are the results of executing flows on tasks, uploaded to the OpenML server.
They are fully reproducible, containing details on the data set and flow versions, hyperparameter settings, and information on the authors and computational hardware.
They are also reusable, containing non-aggregated results depending on the task. This
may include instance-level predictions, per-fold statistics, and serialized models, see
Fig. 1(b). Where possible, runs are evaluated on the server to allow objective comparisons, using a broad range of evaluation measures. Runs are automatically linked
to the underlying tasks, flows, and authors. This allows easy search, as well as direct
comparisons across different data sets and flows.

3. OpenML.org
OpenML.org is a website offering easy access to most OpenML functionality, as shown in
Fig. 1. It allows users to easily search and browse through all shared datasets, flows and
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(a) Dataset ‘autos’, with information on
features and measurable properties.
http://openml.org/d/9

(b) WEKA’s RandomForest.
Results per
data set, colored by parameter ‘number
of iterations’. http://openml.org/f/65

(c) Timeline of contributions on a classification task, shows AUC score over time, colored by user. http://openml.org/t/7293

(d ) Details of a run, with downloads of full
results, evaluations and visualizations.
http://openml.org/r/27940

Figure 1: Details of OpenML.org, showing information on data sets, tasks, flows and runs.

(a) OpenML integration in WEKA

(b) OpenML integration in MOA

Figure 2: OpenML integrations in machine learning tools.
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runs. When logged in, you can also upload new data sets and flows, create new tasks, and
organize information through tagging and wiki-like editing. It is also possible to comment
on almost any shared resource. It will soon be possible to connect to other scientists and
organize work into online studies which can be linked (and backlinked from) to paper
publications. The website also contains extensive tutorials and developer documentation.

4. APIs and Integrations
OpenML features an extensive REST API to search, download and upload data sets, tasks,
flows, and runs. Moreover, programming APIs are offered in Java, R and Python to allow
easy integration into existing software tools. Using these APIs, it is already integrated in
machine learning toolboxes such as WEKA (Hall et al., 2009), MOA (Bifet et al., 2010), as
shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, R and Python libraries are provided to search and download
data sets and tasks, and upload the results of machine learning experiments in just a few
lines of code, as illustrated here for R:
library(OpenML); library(mlr)
# We’re using mlr to run experiments
authenticateUser(username = "user", password = "pass") # Authenticating
task = getOMLTask(task.id = 1L)
# Downloading task 1. You can also do a search
lrn = makeLearner("classif.randomForest") # Building a classifier using mlr
run.mlr = runTaskMlr(task, lrn)
# Run the learner on the task, yields an mlr run
run.id = uploadOMLRun(run.mlr)
# Upload the run. Also uploads the learner if new

5. The OpenML Community
OpenML is an open source project, hosted on GitHub1 . The service is free to use under the
CC-BY licence, while the code of the platform itself is released under the Apache licence.
Users can select licences and add citation request for their work. OpenML currently contains
close to 500 000 runs on about 1 200 data sets and 1 300 flows (including multiple versions).
While still in beta development, it has about 400 registered users, over 1 000 frequent
visitors, and the website is visited by around 100 unique visitors every day.
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